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From: OTD (FBI) /O=FBI/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 1:03:14 PM 
To: 
Cc: OTD (FBI)  
(OTD) (FBI)  
(OTD)(FBI)  

Subject: (S)  

(SECRET//NOFORN RECORD)  

(S)  

I will be setting one up in the near future.  

(SECRET//NOFORN RECORD)  

(SECRET//NOFORN RECORD) 

From: OTD (FBI)  
Sent: Wednesday, June 09, 2010 3:46 PM  
To: 
Subject: (S)  

(UNCLASSIFIED NON-RECORD)  

(S)  

The facility is very good for testing hardware and even for airborne plateforms.  

(S)  

Thanks,  

(UNCLASSIFIED)
DERIVED FROM: Multiple Sources
DECLASSIFY ON: 20350610
SECRET//NOFORN
From: (OTD) (FBI) </O=FBI/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2010 10:30:46 AM
To: (OTD) (FBI)
(OTD)(FBI)
(OTD) (FBI);
(OTD) (CON)
Cc: 
Subject: Additional Information on WITT Website

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED
NON-RECORD

we have provided WITT airborne training to [REDACTED] but we don't have a system in place to document and record those who have attended and been trained. In an effort to better capture these key information I will add a section on WITT webpage to include.

It is important however to recognize airborne missions and simply because of doing WITT operations.
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

===================================================================
TRANSITORY RECORD

b6

b7C

===================================================================

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
From: [Redacted] <FBI> /O=FBI/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 12:53:20 PM
To: [Redacted] (OTD) (FBI); [Redacted] (OTD) (FBI)
Cc: [Redacted] (OTD) (FBI)
Subject: Airborne WITT Training

The field office for the [Redacted] classes we have placed a purchased order with [Redacted] are as follows:

I am working with them to schedule the appropriate training dates and will forward info shortly. All trainings will be local (no TDY from other field office) with the exception of [Redacted] as they request for [Redacted] to attend so this will require additional coordination efforts.

[Redacted] for airborne platform and

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED//LES NOTORN

(U) LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE NOFORN. The information marked (U//LES-NF) in this document is the property of FBI and may be distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES NOTORN caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network.

Hi

To follow up with our conversation, I found the response EC that ASU wrote back regarding to the type of aircraft approved for use of the [ ] setup our group previously tested in the aircraft [ ] [ ]. Hope this helps!

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED//LES NOTORN
There is an [ ] that can be shared field wide, in the mean time until we get our [ ]

Historically I provided the [ ] for some of our users that support our testing [ ] and it can be used for TTU.

We do provide the information for the field office [ ]
had a discussion with me regarding conducting WITT course(s) for this fiscal year. I advised him that I can either take the lead (with assistance from our staff) if you are overwhelmed with other works or I can contribute to add to the case scenario of including (a) ___________________________ and (b) possible use of airborne mission. The proposed threat scenarios are as follows (brainstorm session):

I'll get with you to finalize plan. ___________________________ locations is what I am proposing to cover the west and east coasts personnel and limit the participants to a finite number.

The attendees I have in mind in terms of their proven capability and field offices selected in ___________________________
Due to some decision changes from our Executive management, [redacted] has been designated as our city. It is likely that we will go to [redacted] and [redacted] after that. It does not look like we will be in [redacted] in the near future. Sorry for the mixed message.
I hope I have not confused everyone, bear with me. TTU has provided many WITT capabilities to the field and our concept is:
If you have any questions feel free to call me

*DERIVED FROM: Multiple Sources*
*DECLASSIFICATION EXEMPTION 2*
*SECRET*
From: (OTD) (FBI)
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2009 6:00 PM
To: (OTD) (FBI)
Cc: (OTD) (FBI)
Subject: FBI update to TTU Slides) AUG 04 TUESDAY

Attached is my presentation for the next meeting. I have made a slide for every project, sorted by our ITEM #. I'll let the group decide what they need to go further into, but please be aware there are approx. 10 slides who at least to go over them and take questions. If possible could I go first as I need to head back to a training class.

Please review and let me know if there are any errors. Else, please take this as my final submission.

DERIVED FROM: Multiple Sources
DECLASSIFY ON: 20340727
SECRET//NOFORN
OPERATIONAL TECHNOLOGY DIVISION

Tracking Technology Unit

Wireless Intercept and Tracking Team

FY09 Accomplishments / Update
Part 2

04 AUG 2009
QUESTIONS??
All,

Attached is an updated ATO for Airborne operations which now includes the ___________ as an approved platform.

---

From: (OTD) (FBI) <o=FBI/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 10:52:56 AM
To: (OTD) (FBI)
Cc: (FBI)
Subject: FW: --- UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
Attachments Approval_Extended_to.pdf
Don't know if this helps you but here it is!

All,

Attached is an updated ATO for Airborne operations which now includes the [redacted] as an approved platform.
This one has been revised

Attached is a briefing for upcoming meeting. First set of slides talk about our focus, mission. Second set of slides are example case work we do. Third set of slides explains all the areas we need to move and some near/long term goals.

If someone could massage this properly and make it hit the point with the

Later,
"Provide the FBI with technologies to support Criminal Investigations involving Operational Support, Liaison (Gov’t / Commercial), Research & Development, Program Management."
Focus Areas applies research and development and liaison efforts to meet, at a minimum, requirements the following mission focus areas.
Tracking Technology Unit has traditionally managed with the following initiatives:

- **Research and Development – Develop and enhance technologies to enable**

- **Procurement / Maintenance – Manage purchases of**

- **Deployment / Training – Management of the**

- **Liaison – Provide liaison relationships with**

Attend and participate in working groups with specific focus.
submits the following representative case scenarios, for discussion, that represent and increasing demand for FBI assistance, where the
Criminal Mission:

Background:

* Results

---

---

---

SECRET

SECRET

SECRET
Increasing request for

Background:

Techniques Deployed:
Background:

Techniques Deployed:
Background

Techniques / requirements
Background

has traditionally provided coverage for

Technologies available
## Issues

- Commercial Markets are implementing newer wireless standards and services in networks at accelerated rates.
- Technical Solutions are normally available

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procurement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Development / Enhancement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Development</td>
<td>Develop systems completely in-house</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Goals and Objectives

Near Term

Long Term

Current (2008)

- Enhanced
- Enhanced
- Enhanced
- Enhanced
- Enhanced
Goals and Objectives

Current Enhancements (Near Term)

- Enhance

-
I'm attaching modification I made to the current slide and some write up to add for case example (unsure where it fits in)

This one has been revised
Attached is a briefing for upcoming meeting. First set of slides talk about our focus, mission. Second set of slides are example case work we do. Third set of slides explains all the areas we need to move and some near/long term goals.

If someone could massage this properly, and make it hit the point with the

Later,
Here's an update concerning the approval process for airborne operations.

Thank you. I will approve use of the equipment via an accompanying EC written by me.

The EC you're expecting has cleared the Division and should be in your In-Box.
Thanks,

ET
C:18/TTU

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
From: (OTD) (FBI) <O=FBI/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 11:02:10 AM
To: (OTD)(FBI)
Cc: 
Subject: FW: Open House / Tech Showcase

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//LES

Are you interested in going. Right now it’s just [redacted] and I.

From: (OTD) (FBI)
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 1:38 PM
To: (OTD)(FBI)
Subject: Open House / Tech Showcase

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//LES

Guys,

There is an open house / tech showcase at [redacted] new facility in [redacted] (near [redacted]) These are the guys that build the [redacted] They have other equipment that may be of interest to us, to include possible airborne use. Its been a while since we’ve checked them out so it would be good to have a couple of extra pairs of eyes and ears to take it all in since its such a short time to see so much. Let me know if you would like to go. I could use the support and it would be good to show them solid interest from the FBI.

I figure we can [redacted] The specifics are listed in my calendar for the 15th.

Thanks,

[redacted]

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//LES
From: OTD (FBI) <(O=FBI/Q=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2012 8:32:45 PM
To: OTD (FBI)
Cc: OTD (FBI)
Subject: FW SECRET/REL TO USA, FVEY
Attachments: }

Classification: SECRET

Classified By: J65J21T22
Derived From: Multiple Sources
Declassify On: 20221219

if needed I'm sure that would help out in ensuring they receive the message as well.

Thank you very much.

From: (ITSD) (FBI)
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2012 8:49 AM
To: OTD (FBI)
Subject: SECRET

Classification: SECRET

Classified By: C66W29B70
Derived From: Multiple Sources
Declassify On: 20221219
IT Specialist
Information and Technology Branch
ITSD Infrastructure Support Section
Data Center Unit/JEH, Rm. 1929
Office
Find IT help using IT Navigator
Use Service Manager to submit an EOC Ticket

______________________________
Classification: SECRET

______________________________
Classification: SECRET
Thanks!

Hi

Just a quick note to let you know that [Name] from our office will now be the primary point of contact on all WITT matters. Going forward, please direct all communications to him. He will be out for the next couple weeks on paternity leave. If you need anything urgently and haven’t heard back from him, please feel free to contact me directly.

Thanks,

Hello all -
Per [__] he would like each of you to put in a [__] request for a new [__].

--- any questions please let me know :).

Thanks!

(cell)

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED
Contact me on communicator if you have any questions.
A TTU/WITT staff meeting was held today to identify and prioritize work for the short-term. Below is a list of Priorities, which the group shall work towards fulfilling at a minimum, before [redacted] departure for his airborne training classes. The other working items are to be done as secondary priorities. There were a lot more of "other working items", but I just wanted to ensure you are aware of the higher priorities that the group shall work to fulfill in the near term.

Priorities:

- [redacted] and Development Efforts [redacted] and others shall work with [redacted] to develop statement of works, due end of this week for delivery.
- [redacted] shall coordinate OGC assessment of and coordinate (Tuesday) meeting with OTD AD Marcus and OGC [redacted] for an assessment of privacy concerns expressed by the AD. As of this writing, [redacted] has been briefed, [redacted] is coordinating Tuesday Meeting.
- [redacted] Currently obtaining justification information for contract paperwork
- [redacted] Currently working with [redacted] in correcting advertised bidding paperwork.
- [redacted] Operational Support - [redacted] shall assume duties for ops support upon Departure, and currently shall offer assistance/training (80%)
- [redacted] Airborne - [redacted] continue to coordinate classes for FBI FO as needed.
Other Working Items:
- Test and evaluate equipment of upcoming shipments of equipment
- Return of Loaned Equipment
- May require vendor intervention for modifications
- Attend testing 06/30-07/01/2010.
- Arrange TTU/WITT class to be held at Quantico.
- Arrange test training in future.
- Contract paperwork at CO, awaiting PO (large purchase order).
- Contact to inform upcoming briefing is go/no go.
- Provide TTU account status for personnel.
- Provide inventory list for pre deployment - Need to talk to UC to clarify requirements.
- Receive and evaluate battery solution for future requirements.
- Receive and evaluate for future operations support (DPU).
- ON-SITE - Support - Requested TTU for support personnel (temporary).

DERIVED FROM: Multiple Sources
DECLASSIFY ON: 20350628
SECRET//NDFORN

DERIVED FROM: Multiple Sources
DECLASSIFY ON: 20350628
SECRET//NDFORN
From: [RECIPIENT] (OTD) (FBI) 
Sent: Thursday, November 13, 2014 2:19:21 PM 
To: [RECIPIENT] (OTD) (FBI) 
Cc: 
Subject: FW Training --- SECRET//NOFORN//LES

Classification: SECRET//NOFORN//LES

Classified By: C42W42B75
Derived From: FBI NSIC, dated 20120629
Declassify On: 20391231

Can I get a copy of the documents?

From: [RECIPIENT] (OTD) (FBI) 
Sent: Thursday, November 13, 2014 1:10 PM 
To: [RECIPIENT] (OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: Training --- SECRET//NOFORN//LES

Classification: SECRET//NOFORN//LES

Classified By: C12W12B75
Derived From: FBI NSIC, dated 20120629
Declassify On: 20391231

I have a hard copy of the list on my desk in the lab. I can also get you a copy.

From: [RECIPIENT] (OTD) (FBI) 
Sent: Thursday, November 13, 2014 11:30 AM 
To: [RECIPIENT] (OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: Training --- SECRET//NOFORN//LES

Classification: SECRET//NOFORN//LES

Classified By: C42W42B75
Derived From: FBI NSIC, dated 20120629
Declassify On: 20391231
Do you know where we could get a list of approved government/military facilities from?

Thanks,

From: (OTD) (FBI)
Sent: Monday, September 15, 2014 3:33 PM
To: (OTD) (FBI)
Subject: FW Training --- SECRET//NOFORN//LES

Classification: SECRET//NOFORN//LES

Classified By: C12W12B75
Derived From: FBI NSIC, dated 20120629
Declassify On: 20391231

I want to forward the draft document I had prepared pertaining to testing and training” that is to be incorporated into the Policy Guidance (PG) for TTU. See below email chain.

The reference statement is a placeholder until OGC provides further guidance.

From: (OTD) (FBI)
Sent: Monday, August 11, 2014 5:00 PM
To: (OTD) (FBI)
Cc: (OTD) (FBI)
Subject: RE Training --- SECRET//NOFORN//LES

Classification: SECRET//NOFORN//LES

Classified By: C12W12B75
Derived From: FBI NSIC, dated 20120629
Declassify On: 20391231

See attached first draft for consideration.

<< File: Operational Guidance on Testing.docx >>
From: [Redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, August 06, 2014 12:39 PM
To: [Redacted]
Cc: [Redacted]
Subject: FW: Training --- SECRET//NONE//LES

Classification: SECRET//NONE//LES

Classified By: J65J21T22
Derived From: FBI NSIC, dated 20120629
Declassify On: 20391231

(U//LES) As expected the PG may approved very shortly. Please draft an outline, which we can go over on Monday (8/11) with overall categories/topics and some general guidance for testing/training activities (included some of his input below). I would like to get a general draft/outline very shortly in case we need input (OGC).

Gather your thoughts on an outline and send - we’ll go over this Monday (I know you’re in training Thursday/Friday).
Hi, You’re not required to advise me under current policy, but thanks for the notice (in anticipation of the future PG requirement).

Please be advised, squad team will be participating in a controlled environment training scenario on Wednesday, Thank you.
From: OTD (FBI) 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 2010 3:55:35 PM
To: OTD (FBI); OTD (FBI)
Cc: 
Subject: FW: WITT Airborne deployment; and Training

UNCLASSIFIED
NON-RECORD

Reply from the good-folks in WITT airborne ops. Originally needed this info for when we were trying to figure out the budget/purchasing issues. Little late for that, but is good indication of what the fields seem to think of the airborne program.

From: (FBI) 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 2010 2:32 PM
To: OTD (FBI)
Subject: RE: WITT Airborne deployment; and Training

UNCLASSIFIED
NON-RECORD

Gentlemen--

AIRBORNE OPERATIONS
I'm the new SSA assigned to OTD Technical Tracking Unit WITT team. We are currently going through the process of drafting requisitions for equipment purchases for FY 2011. A question came up concerning those WITT that have as one of their missions Airborne Operations, i.e. conducting WITT operations from division assigned surveillance aircraft (fixed wing/rotary) in support of division cases. Can you guys answer the following questions:

1. Does your division currently have permanently installed in your aircraft?
2. Does your division intend in the future to permanently install equipment in your division aircraft?
3. If the answer to either/both of the above is "NO": Does your division support Airborne Operations by using your ground based equipment temporarily in the aircraft, then removing it once the assignment is completed?

I'm pretty sure there are no divisions who have permanently installed WITT gear in their division's aircraft, but need your answers anyways. Your answers will have a direct impact on the type/quantity of equipment we are attempting to purchase this FY.

TRAINING

Another thing we are examining here at TTU is the 2 week basic training course is providing to WITT team users. Can you please identify at least one recent attendee to this course, and provide me their name and contact info. I will personally be contacting these individuals to get their opinion/feedback of the training. I need this info soon, because and some of the WITT guys are meeting with company reps in two weeks, and the quality and relevancy of their training course will be addressed.

Thanks Guys.
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-12-2015 BY C66W46B11 NSICG

From: OTD (FBI) <O=FBI/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=

Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2009 2:12:56 PM

To: (OTD) (FBI)

Cc: (OTD) (FBI)

Subject: Equipment list
Attachments: Item List.xls

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED
NON-RECORD

All,

This is the final list of unclassified equipment to be priced for the contract.

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HARDWARE</th>
<th>Supporting Software</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stingray I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stingray I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stingray I Upgrade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airborne Kit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airborne Battery Kit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airborne Antenna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB to Stingray I; 6 ft cable</td>
<td></td>
<td>b3 b7E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB to Stingray I; 10 ft cable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To:
From:
CC:
Subject:

SENsITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED
NON-RECORD

I spoke with [REDACTED] today [REDACTED] sales), and asked that he arrange a demo/evaluation battery loaned to us for evaluation purposes only. They will get back to us if there is a spare we can evaluate. This way we can see exactly the modifications they made to the product (as it’s sold in different flavors from another vendor) to support [REDACTED] equipment, and if it something we could invest in the future.

This is no way will commit us to buy anything, but more of an engineering evaluation of the product to see if it meets our needs for transportation, operation, and other particulars...

[REDACTED]

Please permanently transfer [REDACTED] airborne kit) to cost code [REDACTED]. It will go out in fedex today.

As per your request, I am returning the kit which is for the most part not needed here in [REDACTED]. I have retained the [REDACTED] that were sent to us separately and not part of this kit. Please note that I have retained the [REDACTED] which we will need to deploy the [REDACTED]. Please do not forget that you took my [REDACTED] which you promised to replace. Also, we need one of the portable batteries from [REDACTED] as we have no way to deploy the airborne solution. Also note that the [REDACTED] in this kit is broken and you were going to replace it. I would also like to get another [REDACTED] for the [REDACTED]. This [REDACTED] we can swap out? This [REDACTED] is if I need to do an OTD request for any or all of this—please let me know.....Thanks.

[REDACTED] WRITTEN DIVISION
TECHNICAL ADVISOR
OFFICE--- [REDACTED]
BLACKBERRY--- [REDACTED]
FAX--- [REDACTED]
SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED